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REPORT: Republic Day Celebrations @ TGC Mewat & Seminar on Defense Services  

 
On 26th January 2016, Tarraqi GAIN Centre (TGC) – Mewat celebrated Republic Day at the Tarraqi GAIN 
Centre, Nuh (Mewat) from 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM. The flag hoisting was followed by a Motivational and 
Guidance Session on Defense Services as a Career Option. Air Vice Marshal N.I. Razzaqui, AVSM (Retd.) 
was the Chief Guest and Captain Anwar was the Guest of Honour. This was the first Republic Day Celebration 
at the recently launched TGC-Mewat with the support of IMEFNA & Mewat Development Agency (MDA). 
School Heads/Teachers from iRISEe supported schools in Mewat rushed to join the program after celebrating at 
their own schools. The support of Javed Khan & his team of Country Grammar School, Nuh and Khalid Bhai and 
his team of Mewat Model School in this programme, was greatly appreciated. Many friends came from Gurgaon, 
Alwar, Kama, Faridabad driving 50-100 kms through thick winter fog to support the cause. This was more of an 
introductory and brain storming meeting with the community leaders, educationists, professionals and ex-defence 
officers on ways to promote Defence Services as an aspirational career option for the youth of Mewat. It was 
decided that a group of retired and in service officers will voluntarily support the centre and liaise with the various 
recruiting agencies for the defence, para military and police forces.  
 
We sincerely appreciate the guidance and support from Major Javed Jafri (Retd.) who, though travelling abroad, 
took time out to support and guide us through e-mails /phone calls. He shared with us the career path and 
recruitment details for various armed services through a detailed PPT and relevant circulars. His kind support 
was greatly appreciated. 

 

 

Flag Hoisting @ TGC-Mewat by the our youngest student and Air Vice Marshal N.I.Razzaqui P.V.S.M 

 

Young students and children enjoyed drawing and painting as speeches and discussions engrossed the elders 

and youth. 

https://www.facebook.com/khalid.bhai.501


 

 

 

L-R: 1.) Country Grammar Students & Teachers marched from school to the TGC Centre in Nuh.2.) The students 

of Imam Sb of the nearby masjid and some young students of TGC decorating. 3.) Recruitment Information on 

display. 

 

L-R: Air Vice Marshall Naiyer Iqbal Razzaqui AVSM (Ati Vishist Seva Medal), Group Captain A. M. Anwar and 

Maulana Sher Mohammad Amini Sb. addressing the gathering 

.  

 

 

 

For Further Details: 
Amir Abidi, akabidi @hotmail.com|9810499416 

E-mail: tgc.mewat@gmail.com; tgc.tonk@gmail.com Ph.no: 9996920222 (Mewat); 9252279876 (Tonk) 
https://www.facebook.com/Tarraqi-Gain-Center-509753235844956/ 
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